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Abstract
We present an image-based approach for capturing the appearance of a walking or running person so they can be
rendered realistically under variable viewpoint and illumination. In our approach, a person walks on a treadmill
at a regular rate as a turntable slowly rotates the person’s direction. As this happens, the person is filmed with
a vertical array of high-speed cameras under a time-multiplexed lighting basis, acquiring a seven-dimensional
dataset of the person under variable time, illumination, and viewing direction in approximately forty seconds. We
process this data into a flowed reflectance field using an optical flow algorithm to correspond pixels in neighboring
camera views and time samples to each other, and we use image compression to reduce the size of this data. We then
use image-based relighting and a hardware-accelerated combination of view morphing and light field rendering to
render the subject under user-specified viewpoint and lighting conditions. To composite the person into a scene, we
use an alpha channel derived from back lighting and a retroreflective treadmill surface and a visual hull process
to render the shadows the person would cast onto the ground. We demonstrate realistic composites of several
subjects into real and virtual environments using our technique.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism -- Color, shading, shadowing, and texture I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Digitization and Image Capture -- Reflectance I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis -Tracking

1. Introduction
Many computer graphics applications involve combining
photographic imagery of people with rendered 3D environments or background imagery. When photorealistic results
are desired, the challenge is to make the foreground subject appear to be photographed from the same viewpoint, by
the same camera, lit with illumination consistent with the
desired environment. While photographic images are inherently realistic and efficient to acquire, they are fixed to a specific viewpoint and lighting. As a result, realistic composites
of live-action performances into new environments are typically achieved only through careful planning, on-set documentation, and postproduction manipulation during compositing. While this process can be effective for producing
realistic linear content, the possibilities for postproduction
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control of viewpoint and lighting are limited. Furthermore,
the cost of filming on location is high, and the process is not
easily applicable to interactive 3D content, where the viewpoint and lighting is determined in real time. As a result,
photographic elements are rarely used when significant control of the viewpoint and illumination is required. Instead,
laboriously modeled, textured, animated, and rendered 3D
models are used in their place.
Considerable work has addressed aspects of postproduction control of viewpoint and illumination, though most proposed systems address only control of either the viewpoint
or the illumination. Viewpoint control has been achieved by
filming the subject from a relatively sparse array of cameras (e.g. [RNK97, MKKJ96, MBR∗ 00, CTMS03, VBK05])
and projecting images from these viewpoints onto approx-
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imate geometric models derived from or fit to the video.
Such systems provide wide control of the virtual viewpoint
but are prone to artifacts resulting from image misregistration and sparse sampling of the subject’s directional reflectance. Other systems use relatively dense camera arrays (e.g. [YEBM02, WJV∗ 05]) and light field rendering
[LH96] to produce novel views of the subject. Such systems
avoid the need for explicit scene geometry and achieve highquality novel views, but for a restricted range of viewpoints
corresponding to the size of the camera array. So far, both
approaches only show the subject under original illumination conditions. Thus, it is not straightforward to realistically
place the subject into an environment with novel illumination.

Figure 1: The treadmill, turntable, and lighting apparatus
used for capturing human locomotion from multiple viewpoints under time-multiplexed lighting. Behind the person is
the background matte; the vertical array of high-speed cameras is out of frame to the right.

Postproduction control over illumination has also been addressed in recent work. [WGT∗ 05] uses a sphere of LED
light sources to capture a person’s performance in approximately 100 lighting conditions every 24th of a second using a high-speed camera, and image-based relighting to render the subject under new illumination environments. While
this work produced realistic results, it did not address postproduction control over the viewpoint on the subject and
limited the view to the subject’s head and shoulders. Notably, [TAdA∗ 05] addresses control over both viewpoint and
illumination of a human performance using a sparse array of
cameras, model fitting, and reflectometry. However, results
shown from the technique are less realistic than real video of
the subject owing to the difficulty of performing surface reflectance measurement with only one available lighting condition, imperfect scene geometry, and a sparse sampling of
viewpoints.
1.1. Our Contributions
In this paper, we take a step toward an image-based approach
to obtaining postproduction control over both viewpoint and

illumination of cyclic full-body human motion by combining the performance relighting technique of [WGT∗ 05] with
a novel view generation technique based on a flowed reflectance field. We advance beyond [WGT∗ 05] by capturing
the whole human body using a novel lighting apparatus designed to simulate both a distant lighting environment and
local illumination from a ground plane. By restricting our
consideration to cyclic motion such as walking and running,
we are able to acquire a two-dimensional array of views by
slowly rotating the subject in front of a one-dimensional
array of cameras. We thus obtain a set of views sparser
than typical light field rendering approaches but denser than
typical model-based approaches. We compute optical flow
between neighboring viewpoints and use a combination of
view interpolation [CW93, SD96, ZKU∗ 04] and light field
rendering [LH96, GGSC96] to generate views of the subject from novel 3D positions, generalizing the technique
of [WJV∗ 05] which used view interpolation to smoothly
move the viewpoint within the plane of the camera array. We
obtain a matte for the subject using both backlighting and
retroreflection, and we use a visual hull process to simulate
the shadows the subject would cast in a complex lighting environment. To demonstrate our technique, we show motions
captured for different subjects realistically composited into
both synthetic and real 3D environments.
2. Background and Related Work
Our technique builds on a variety of image-based modeling
and rendering techniques in the following principal areas:
2.1. View Interpolation and Light Field Rendering
Significant work has described techniques to generate novel
camera positions from previously captured or rendered images. [CW93] warps rendered images using depth maps to
generate novel views while [LF94, MB95] use stereo correspondence to compute depth for altering the viewpoint
of real scenes. [SD96] presents a view morphing technique
for synthesizing correct perspective for novel viewpoints
between corresponded original views; light field rendering
techniques [LH96, GGSC96] directly synthesize views of a
scene from a new 3D viewpoint by sampling rays from a
2D array of densely spaced viewpoints. Visual fidelity can
be improved by projecting image samples onto scene geometry [GGSC96] or explicitly forming a surface light field
[MRP98].
2.2. Dynamic Light Field Acquisition
Several works have constructed 2D arrays of cameras to capture light fields of dynamic events. Among them, [YEBM02]
used an array of cameras and distributed rendering to allow multiple viewers to observe virtual views in real time;
[YMG02] extended this work to surface cameras that allow
the light field to focus on non-planar geometry. [ZC04] also
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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used depth information to focus a real-time light field from
self-reconfigurable camera array. [WJV∗ 05] used video from
array of cameras to perform spatiotemporal view interpolation: generating novel views from intermediate camera positions and points in time by computing optical flow between
views staggered in both time and space.
Building on and extending such techniques, our work acquires a moderately sampled 2D array of images surrounding the subject and combines light field rendering with view
morphing from optical flow to generate focused views of the
subject from new 3D viewpoints, both in front of and behind the original viewing surface. We make use only of the
optical flow maps rather than explicitly reconstructed scene
geometry, which allows our technique to work effectively
with imperfectly repeating motion cycles for which no globally consistent geometric model exists. [BBM∗ 01] captures a
"motion lumigraph", wherein a time-varying light field is acquired across multiple cycles of repeating subject motion: in
their case, a toy helicopter with a spinning rotor. In our work,
we use this approach to acquire a time-varying reflectance
field by acquiring multiple cycles of human locomotion with
a rotating viewpoint. In this way, we construct a 2D array of
viewpoints of approximately the same subject motion using
just a 1D array of cameras.
2.3. Image-Based Relighting
Simulating novel illumination by forming linear combinations of images with different basis lighting conditions
has been used in the context of rendered images [DAG95,
NSD94] and human faces [DHT∗ 00]. Such relightable data
can be mapped onto traditional 3D models [SKS02, RH02]
for real-time rendering. [DHT∗ 00] describes a non-local reflectance field as a 6D function R = R(θi , φi ; ur , vr , θr , φr ) as
the space of radiant light fields Rr (ur , vr , θr , φr ) that result
from illuminating a subject from the set of distant lighting
directions (θi , φi ). Sampled datasets of such 6D functions
have been used to render arbitrary viewpoints and illumination of virtual objects such as trees [MNP01], real objects
[MPN∗ 02,MPZ∗ 02], and faces [HWTD04]. However, unlike
our work, such techniques have not addressed the problem of
dynamic scenes or simulating the photometric interaction an
object would have with its environment. [WGT∗ 05] captures
relightable datasets of human facial performances but does
not change the viewpoint.
2.4. Free-Viewpoint Video
Several authors have presented techniques for novel view
generation for a live-action performance by filming with a
sparse array of cameras and mapping these images onto basic geometry of the subject using stereo correspondence,
[RNK97], silhouette intersection [MKKJ96], image-based
visual hulls [MBR∗ 00], or fitting a human surface model to
image silhouettes [CTMS03]. The central challenge is that
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differences between the recovered and modeled scene geometry can cause visible texture misalignments, the appearance of which can be reduced to some extent using viewdependent texture mapping [DTM96]. [ZKU∗ 04] produces
extremely high-quality virtual views of dynamic scenes using a layered representation for stereo correspondence with
high-quality alpha channels, but limits its investigation to
motion along a 1D array of cameras. [VBK02,VBK05] compute scene flow for a human performance by deriving scene
geometry from a relatively sparse camera array and computing the movement of surface points in 3D with respect
to the geometry; this allows rendering at novel time instants
as well as from novel camera viewpoints. [Mag05] provides
overviews of a wide variety of such video-based rendering
techniques. To date, few such techniques have addressed
changing the illumination, with the exception of [TAdA∗ 05]
(described earlier); relighting is important for realistically
compositing a captured performance into a new environment. Our work takes a different approach to the problem
in that we use time-multiplexed lighting to provide richer information to the relighting process and a flowed light field
view interpolation approach that avoids the need for deriving an accurate, unified model of scene geometry. However,
our technique’s need for more viewpoints and higher frame
rates limits our investigation to short sequences of repetitive motion such as walking and running. We use collections
of viewpoints similar to those rendered for synthetic avatars
in [TC00], but we capture this data for real subjects, use view
morphing and light field rendering to increase the quality and
generality of novel viewpoint generation, and we are able to
relight the subject.
3. Apparatus
Our acquisition setup (Figs. 1 & 2) is designed to efficiently
capture 2D images of a moving person sampled across time
(1D), viewpoint (2D), and illumination (2D), yielding a 7D
dataset. At the center of the setup, the subject walks on a
treadmill placed on a rotating turntable. The treadmill belt
and turntable top are covered with Reflecmedia Chromatte
material used in the matting process. Shallow channels are
cut into the board beneath the treadmill belt to give the subject a tactile reference for staying centered and performing repeatable motion. When recording, an operator monitors the speed and cutoff switches for both the turntable
and treadmill, and a 125cm-wide area around the turntable is
covered with 20cm of gymnastic foam for additional safety.
We use a general-purpose lighting apparatus similar to that
described in [WGT∗ 05] to produce our illumination basis.
The device is the top two thirds of an 8m 6th-frequency
geodesic sphere with edge lengths optimized to obtain an
even distribution of 901 controllable light sources. Each light
consists of six LumiLEDs Luxeon V LEDs arranged in an
18cm-diameter hexagon to better span the incident illumination space. Each LED uses a Fraen “single wide” optic
allowing each light to deliver 100 lux to the center of the
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vertically spaced cameras
locomotion cycles per 360◦ rotation
frames in lighting sequence
basis conditions in sequence
sequences per second
sequences per locomotion cycle
seconds per locomotion cycle
pixels recorded per frame

walking
3
36
33
26
30
32
1.07
320 × 448

running
3
36
33
26
30
25
0.78
320 × 448

Table 1: Temporal, spatial, and angular sampling parameters.
Figure 2: A side view of the apparatus showing the treadmill, turntable, dome lights, floor lights, and camera array.
4. Acquisition

device 4m away; the working illuminated area is designed
to be a 2m sphere centered within the device. Each lighting basis condition used in this work comprises an average
of 40 lights, allowing well-exposed images to be acquired at
990fps at an aperture of f/2.8. The lights are controlled by 75
microcontroller boards based on Microchip’s PIC 18F8627
running at 40MHz. A master controller sends a global sync
pulse to drive the lighting sequence and trigger the highspeed cameras; it also emits an audible metronome to indicate to the subject the desired walk-cycle rhythm.
Departing from [WGT∗ 05], our apparatus includes 140
evenly spaced floor light units, also consisting of six LEDs
each, at the height of the turntable 85cm below the equator to simulate illumination from a Lambertian ground plane
beneath the subject. These lights omit the Fraen optics to
maintain their original Lambertian light distribution; they
thus mimic the illumination from a local ground plane in
that they deliver negligible light to the subject’s feet and increasingly greater light to the subject’s midsection and head.
Small vertical mirrors behind each LED increase the light
cast toward the subject while maintaining the effective Lambertian distribution. The intensities of the dome and floor
lights are calibrated by acquiring lighting basis images of a
30cm, 33% gray sphere at a sampling of positions above the
turntable.
We photograph the subject using a vertical array of three
Vision Research Phantom v7.1 high-speed cameras placed
just outside the lighting structure: the lowest positioned at
the level of the virtual floor, the other two at 17◦ and 34◦
above the floor relative to the subject (Fig. 2). The top two
cameras are fitted with ring lights of six LEDs with Fraen
single narrow optics to illuminate the retroreflective material
on the turntable for matting the feet and legs of the subject
(Sec. 5.1). We form a matte for the subject’s body using a 3m
× 4m sheet of 18% gray background paper behind the subject, illuminated by two stands of 22 additional light sources
placed to the sides of the camera view.

To capture a subject, we first measure his or her natural
walking (or running) speed and cycle time and then set the
treadmill and turntable speeds accordingly to acquire n = 36
motion cycles in 360◦ of rotation. We activate the timemultiplexed illumination conditions and, once the subject is
walking comfortably at their measured rate (indicated by the
audible beep from the controller), we enable the cameras to
begin recording.
We record the subject with a sequence of illumination
conditions repeating at 30 Hz. We use a 33-frame lighting
sequence with 26 basis lighting conditions, three evenlyspaced tracking frames, three corresponding matte frames
(Fig. 3, above), and a stripe pattern frame (not used at
present). The lighting, tracking, and matting frames are similar in form and function to those in [WGT∗ 05]. The frequency of the basis is chosen for straightforward rendering
to 30fps video, and the relatively small number of lighting
conditions was chosen as a tradeoff to be able to capture 36
walk cycles at 320 × 448 pixels within the 8GB memory capacity of the cameras. Higher-resolution lighting bases (or
images) could be captured by trading off the number of cycles filmed, which would necessitate capturing different angular ranges across multiple sessions. The 33 × 30 = 990
frames per second we capture at 320 × 448 resolution is
well below the cameras’ maximum capability of recording
800 × 600 resolution at 4800 fps. Capture settings for our
walking and running subjects are summarized in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Two lighting environments (a,c) and their projections (b,d) onto the 26-element lighting basis.
Our 26-element lighting basis (Fig. 4) is chosen to maximize its effectiveness for representing real-world lighting
environments in a small number of lighting conditions and
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) Lighting sequence images taken in 1/30th sec. with the middle camera. The 33-frame sequence contains 26 basis
lighting conditions as well as three tracking frames T (center column) and matting frames M (to their right), and a stripe frame.
(b) The 36 × 3 array of viewpoints for one instant in the recorded set of walk cycles.

to be largely symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis
(our rendering technique requires rotating the lighting basis
according to the person’s angle with respect to the virtual
viewpoint). Finer angular resolution is devoted to the upper
hemisphere of lighting directions versus the light from the
ground plane, which is divided into just three regions (front,
left, and right). As in [WGT∗ 05], the lighting sequence is ordered to minimize the appearance of strobing, and subjects
are screened for history of intolerance to strobing lights.

Capture times for our subjects were 38.4 seconds for
walking or 30 seconds for running. During and after each
capture, the subject’s motion is monitored for consistency
using an infrared mini-DV camera looking down at the subject from the top of the apparatus. If the subject’s motion is
notably inconsistent, the capture session is repeated. The 36
locomotion cycles recorded by the three cameras yield 108
relightable walk cycles from different viewpoints; a tracking
frame from each such viewpoint is shown in Fig. 3(b).

At the end of a recording session, a clean plate image sequence of the treadmill and turntable under the lighting sequence without the actor present is acquired. Finally, geometric calibration data is acquired using a human-sized calibration checkerboard for use with the technique of [Zha00];
photometric calibration data is acquired by photographing a
MacBeth ColorChecker chart with all three cameras.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 5: The cylindrical array of viewpoints shown in relation to a virtual rendering of the subject in a real-time rendering system.

5. Generating the Flowed Reflectance Field
Once data for a subject is captured, we derive alpha channels for the images and compute optical flow to spatially and
temporally register the dataset. Finally, we compress the data
into the flowed reflectance field.
5.1. Generating Mattes
We begin by generating an alpha channel [PD84], or matte,
for each of the tracking frames T0 , T1 , T2 in each lighting sequence (Fig. 3(a)). The alpha channels are derived from the
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matte frames following each tracking frame. In the matte
frames, the main lights used to generate the lighting basis
images are turned off, and special matte lights are turned
on to light the gray background behind the subject and the
retroreflective material on the turntable (Fig. 6(b)). To form
these mattes, we compare each tracking frame T (Fig. 6(a))
to its consecutive matting frame M and infer the foreground
element pixels to be those whose monochrome brightnesses
are greater in the diffusely lit tracking frame than in the
back-lit matting frame. We then reduce stray matte elements
by eliminating foreground regions not part of the central
connected matte component and apply a 1-pixel Gaussian
blur to model the filtering introduced by the image sensing and color interpolation processes to yield the final matte
α (Fig. 6(c)). We then matte each tracking frame T onto
a black background using the clean plate image C and the
alpha channel α, forming the matted tracking frame T 0 =
T − (1 − α)C. Finally, we zero pixel values near black to reduce the effect of camera noise.

T

M

α

T0

Figure 6: The matting process, showing tracking frame T ,
T ’s consecutive matte frame M, alpha matte image α, and T
matted onto a black background and color-corrected, forming T 0 .

5.2. Lighting Basis Registration
With the images matted, we temporally register the images
in each lighting sequence using a process similar to that
in [WGT∗ 05] (the technique is also similar to how optical
flow is used to register differently exposed images in an
HDR video sequence in [KUWS03]). We wish to warp all
33 images so that they are temporally aligned with the tracking frame in the middle of the sequence (Fig. 3(a)); this will
yield sharp rather than blurred images in the image-based relighting process. We compute optical flow vectors using the
algorithm from [BA93] from the middle tracking frame T10
to the other tracking frames T00 and T20 using matted tracking
frames to reduce image clutter and maximize the robustness
of the flow process. We then interpolate each flow to warp
each frame to T1 using a reverse pixel lookup. Since some
of the basis lighting images occur before the first or after the
last tracking frame, we must mildly extrapolate the flow for
these images. However, since no image is more than 1/60th
sec from the central tracking frame, the flow maps are generally very accurate. At this point, the alpha channel for the
middle tracking frame can be used as the alpha channel for

every frame in the lighting basis. Using α, we matte each of
the warped basis images onto black using their corresponding clean plate images.
5.3. Flow Between Viewpoints
For each frame of the locomotion cycle, we have a 36 × 3
grid (Fig. 3(b)) of 4D reflectance fields Ru,v (s) where (u, v)
is the horizontal and vertical viewpoint index and s is the
2D image coordinate in that view. To create the flowed reflectance field, we compute flow fields between each viewpoint and its 4-neighbors; images on the top and bottom row
have only three flow fields. We denote these flow fields as
→ (s) where the arrow indicates the direction of the imFu,v
age toward which the flow has been computed. We store
these flow fields relative to pixel coordinate s so that s in
reflectance field Ru,v corresponds to pixel coordinate (s +
F → (u, v, s)) in reflectance field Ru+ ,v . Thus, if there is no
motion between two images, the flow field is zero.
We first compute bidirectional flow between each pair of
neighboring vertical viewpoints Ru,v and Ru,v+ . Since these
views are acquired with differently aimed cameras, we first
project the images Ru,v+ onto the frontoparallel plane H
through the origin as viewed by the camera of Ru,v to produce a warped field R0u,v+ . This step minimizes the parallax between the images to aid optical flow as suggested
in [Saw94]. In this work, we use just one correspondingly
illuminated image from Ru,v and Ru,v+ to compute flow;
we choose a lighting direction from the front upper right to
maximize the image texture due to shading while minimizing textureless shadowed areas. We then compute the corresponding pixel coordinate t0 in R0u,v+ for each pixel Ru,v (s)
and project this coordinate through the inverse of the homography to obtain the corresponding pixel Ru,v+ t to Ru,v+ (s).
↑

We finally set Fu,v = t − s. We then reverse the roles of the
↓
images to compute Fu,v+ .
Next, we compute bidirectional flow between each pair
of neighboring horizontal viewpoints. Since the horizontal
viewpoints are captured from consecutive walk cycles and
thus do not capture the subject in precisely the same position,
we widen the search space in computing these flow maps.
However, since the images are taken from nearby viewpoints
with the same camera, we omitted using the homography
to rectify these images to each other. The horizontal flow
← and F → for each R . Fig. 7 shows
computations yield Fu,v
u,v
u,v
a visualization of such a flowed reflectance field.
5.4. Computing Shadows
To realistically composite the subject into an environment,
we model the shadows the subject would cast on the surrounding environment. Our technique provides only a firstorder approximation of the photometric interaction between
the subject and the environment: indirect light from the subject is not cast onto the environment, and the shadows cast
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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this process we compress the resulting data to approximately
1.5 GB of reflectance field data and 1 GB of flow maps.
For the flow maps, we quantize the pixel displacements to
8 bits using a signed logarithmic scale that is able to represent 1/4 pixel flows up to 16 pixels, 1/2 pixel flows up to 32
pixels, and integral pixel flows up to 64 pixels. These quantized maps are further compressed using Huffman coding,
reducing the quantized maps to 34% of their size.

Figure 7: Bidirectional optical flow maps are shown as
computed between neighboring viewpoints in the dataset.
Up/down displacement is visualized in green and left/right
in red. Only one of the two flow maps is shown for each pair
of views.

on the environment do not reduce the illumination reaching
the subject. Nonetheless, these approximate shadows significantly improve the realism of the composites.
To compute shadows, we model a 3m square below the
subject with 128 × 128 pixels, and we form the visual hull
of the subject from their alpha mattes using volumetric intersection [Sze93]. We trace rays from each vertex on the
ground toward the light sources to determine the percentage
of light from each basis lighting direction that remains unoccluded by the subject. The result is a set of 23 shadow maps
for each frame of the walk cycle, one for each of the lighting
bases above the floor (Fig. 8). These shadow maps are re-lit
during the image-based relighting process described in Sec.
6.1.

We implemented two techniques for compressing the reflectance field. In both, we compress the images of the reflectance field, rather than their reflectance functions, since
our lighting resolution is relatively coarse. (A survey of
reflectance function compression techniques is given in
[MPDW04].) The first technique is a straightforward use of
traditional JPEG compression to leverage fast integer DCT
and IDCT algorithms. Although the DCT is orthogonal, one
can only relight images before decompression if they are
stored linearly, which cannot be done with high visual fidelity in 8 bits. We thus compress mosaics of the lighting basis images in gamma 2.2-corrected space and combine the images according to the relighting coefficients with
floating point precision after decompressing and applying
gamma. The process produced 16:1 compression ratio with
only slight image blurring. Results shown in this paper use
this JPEG-based technique.
In the second technique, each of the lighting basis images in the reflectance field are compressed with Daubechies
D4 wavelet compression using a variant of JPEG 2000.
We chose this orthogonal wavelet, rather than the standard
JPEG 2000 biorthogonal wavelet, to allow relighting the reflectance field before inverting the wavelet transform. While
this saves some computational expense, it necessitates encoding linear-response pixel values, which requires 16 bits
of precision and thus somewhat lower compression ratios.
Another disadvantage compared to traditional JPEG was the
high computational overhead for JPEG 2000’s arithmetic
coding operation. Nonetheless, at a 16:1 ratio the image
quality was somewhat higher than traditional JPEG, recommends continued investigation into an efficient waveletbased compression scheme.
6. Rendering

Figure 8: Shadow maps computed for one frame in a subject’s walk cycle for the 23 basis lighting conditions above
the ground plane.

Our rendering process consists of five steps: lighting, image warping, light field interpolation, shadow rendering, and
compositing. In this section, we describe the process at a
general level and then provide implementation details that
make the process efficient.

5.5. Compression
For each data capture we record a total of 24 GB, 12-bit
raw pixel data. Our generation of mattes, flow maps, shadow
maps, and lighting basis registration takes approximately 6
hours using 5 computers with 3.2 GHz Xeon processors. In
c The Eurographics Association 2006.

6.1. Relighting
We first light the reflectance field according to the desired
image-based lighting environment. Since our subject rotates
during the capture, we first rotate the lighting environment
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so that it is properly oriented toward the subject. We do
this by projecting the environment onto our lighting basis
to produce image-based relighting coefficients (Fig. 4). At
this point, the Flowed Reflectance Field Ru,v (s) becomes a
Flowed Light Field Iu,v (s) consisting of a set of 36 × 3 arrays
of pre-lit images, one for each point in time in the locomotion cycle. The cylindrical-shaped polygon surface formed
by these views is shown in Fig. 5.
6.2. Flowed Light Field Interpolation
Our rendering process morphs between images in the dataset
according to interpolation coefficients computed from a light
field rendering process. In our notation, linear interpolation
according to scalar value β between a particular pre-lit view
Iu,v (s) and the view to its right is:
0
¯ u,v (s) + βIu+ ,v (s)
Iu,v,β
(s) = βI

Where β¯ = 1−β and u+ = u+1. Morphing [BN92,SD96]
between the two images based on their flow maps is similarly:
0
¯ u,v (s + βF ←
¯ →
Iu,v,β
(s) = βI
u+ ,v (s)) + βIu+ ,v (s + βFu,v (s))

This process is visualized in Fig. 9. Note that the displacement of the pixel coordinate sampled from image Iu,v
is taken from the flow map Fu←
+ ,v from the other image Iu+ ,v
to Iu,v , and vice-versa. This is so that as β approaches 1,
the pixel sampled from Iu,v approaches the pixel that corresponds to Iu+ ,v ’s pixel at s. We can generalize this process
to morph between images at the four vertices of the cylindrical polygon according to bilinear interpolation coefficients β
and γ as follows:
¯ u,v (s + βγ̄F ←
¯ ↓ + (s)) +
I0
(s) = βγ̄I
+ (s) + βγF
u,v,β,γ

u ,v

2. Determine the bilinear interpolation coefficients β, γ corresponding to p’s position within the polygon.
0
3. Set V (t) = Iu,v,β,γ
(s) where s is the pixel in the image
0
plane of I intersected by ray R through p.
To apply this last step, one must be able to infer the cam0
era parameters corresponding to a virtual view Iu,v,β,γ
in order to project a ray R through the camera’s center p to a point
on its image plane. We do this by bilinearly interpolating the
intrinsic parameters and the quaternion rotations of the real
viewpoints at the polygon vertices. We found this to work
well since our intrinsic parameters are consistent and since
our relative camera rotations are small; were this not the case
it would be advisable to use the more general camera interpolation technique of [SD96]. We apply this same process
to the alpha channels of the original viewpoints to produce a
rendered alpha channel α for the synthesized viewpoint.
We implement flowed light field interpolation on the GPU
using OpenGL. Our flowed light fields (36 × 3 RGBA images and 180 RGBA flow maps) for one time instant can be
kept in 256MB of GPU memory, which allows us to render
a static pose at interactive frame rates as seen on the accompanying video. For rendering an animated walk cycle, we
dynamically send the images and flow maps for each virtual
camera to the GPU. To render the subject from a virtual camera, we use a two pass rendering algorithm. First, we render
the polygonal geometry of the cylindrical array of cameras.
For each pixel, we pass the ray intersection point and texture
coordinates to the fragment shader, where we infer virtual
0 and determine interpolation cocamera parameters for Iu,v
efficients (β, γ) to warp and blend the contribution from the
four closest input images.

u,v

¯ → (s) + βγF ↓+ + (s)) +
βγ̄Iu+ ,v (s + βγ̄F
u,v
u ,v
¯ u,v+ (s + βγF ←
¯ ↑
βγI
u+ ,v+ (s) + βγ̄Fu,v (s)) +
¯ →+ (s) + βγ̄F ↑+ (s))
βγIu+ ,v+ (s + βγF
u,v
u ,v
Using this bilinear warping process, we can generate
novel views of the person from anywhere on the cylindrical
viewing surface. If we were to generate a dense sampling of
such views on all of the polygons, we could use traditional
light field rendering to re-bin rays from this viewing surface
to generate a view from an arbitrary point in 3D space, including points inside and outside the viewing surface. This
is precisely our rendering algorithm, except that we avoid
generating this dense sampling of views by computing only
the pixels s of the morphed views I 0 that comprise the final
rendered pixels as follows: for each pixel t in novel view V :
1. Cast a ray R though t to intersect the cylinder at point p
on polygon (u, v).

Figure 9: Novel view generation in a flowed light field.

6.3. Rendering Shadows
To render shadows, we apply a similar image-based relighting process to the corresponding shadow map basis (Fig.
8) for each frame of the animation. This produces a reilluminated shadow map (for each color channel) indicating
the relative ground irradiance below the subject. We map the
shadow onto a horizontal polygon beneath the subject and
multiply the background image by the shadow map to attenuate the observed radiance from the ground by the relative
irradiance in the map.
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6.4. Compositing
With the shadow applied to the background, we composite
the rendering of the subject into the scene using its rendered
alpha channel and the over operator [PD84].

7. Results
We captured and processed three datasets using our technique, a male walking, a female walking, and a male running. Fig. 10(a-c) shows three frames of the male walking
through the image-based lighting environment in Fig. 4(d).
Since the lighting environment is relatively distant, we light
him with the same environment for the whole sequence. We
composite the subject and his shadows onto a virtual camera move across a high-resolution image of the environment.
The environmental lighting can be seen in the reflection on
his skin and the diffused shadows below him. The perspective of the man remains consistent as his distance varies from
3m to 8m away from the virtual camera.
Fig. 10(d-f) shows renderings of the female subject in
a virtual environment computed using global illumination.
Her viewpoint is matched to an animated camera within the
scene, and in each frame she is lit with varying illumination
from omnidirectional HDR images rendered from the position of her torso (Fig. 10(d-f), inset). As she walks through
the scene, she exhibits various dominant illumination directions and noticeably reflects indirect illumination from the
colored walls. In motion, the animation shows occasional
warping artifacts from errors in the optical flow, particularly
when her arms cross in front of her pants, which are a similar
color.
Fig. 10(g-i) shows three frames from an animation of the
male’s running dataset composited into another image-based
lighting environment. The lighting was captured near sunset,
yielding warm indirect light on the subject from a building
behind the camera.
Fig. 11 shows several instances of the running subject
composited into another image-based lighting environment.
Each subject casts shadows on the ground from the environment, but our technique does not simulate the lighting interactions between the different subjects. Computing the shadows and indirect illumination that the subjects would cast on
each other is a topic of interest for future work.

8. Discussion and Future Work
Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique,
but at the same time suggest several avenues for future
work. The most noticeable artifacts in our renderings result from inaccurate image correspondences in the optical flow process, producing doubled or warped image elements in places. Currently, our optical flow comparisons are
made using using only one image from the lighting basis. It
c The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 11: Multiple instances of the running subject are rendered into a photogrammetrically reconstructed lighting environment.

seems likely that improved correspondences could be determined by comparing feature vectors derived from the multiple lighting conditions available in the dataset. Correspondences in textureless areas (such as when the female subject’s arm passes in front of her pants) could be improved
by including structured light patterns in the lighting basis
(e.g. [ZSCS04]). In fact, we included one such condition before the middle tracking frame in our lighting basis (see Fig.
3(a)), but have not yet leveraged this image for computing
flow.
Another challenge for our technique is the need to acquire
a sequence of many consistent locomotion cycles. Even with
the tactile treadmill, our subjects drifted slightly with respect
to the turntable center and needed to make slight balance adjustments during the capture. The result is that when interpolating between certain viewpoints, the subject appears to
widen or narrow due to their unmodeled shift in location.
Future work could track the center of mass of the subject,
perhaps using data from additional standard video cameras,
to rectify the subject’s image position accordingly.
We capture cyclic motions in this work to provide an
early opportunity to investigate the use of 7D image-based
datasets spanning time, view, and illumination; to our knowledge these are the first such datasets recorded. However, the
restriction to cyclic motion currently limits the real-world
applicability of the process: such characters could be used
in crowd simulations or perhaps for a video game character (standing, punching, jumping, and kicking could also
be captured), but the process is not able to capture a dramatic performance for a motion picture. One could explore
synthesizing a wider range of motions by blending between
different captured datasets in a manner analogous to Video
Textures [SSSE00] or Motion Graphs [KGP02], though the
range of new motions that can be simulated will still be limited. The most straightforward generalization of the technique to non-cyclic performances would employ a 2D array
of cameras to capture all viewing directions simultaneously.
While this would increase the system cost, cameras able
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Figure 10: Relighting and View Transformation Results (a-c) A walking subject is composited into an image-based lighting
environment. (d-f) Another subject is composited into a virtual global illumination environment; her lighting changes as she
walks down the hallway. (g-i) A final subject runs through another image-based lighting environment, receiving yellow-orange
indirect light from sunlit buildings behind the camera.

to capture 512 × 512 images at 1000fps are not extremely
expensive. Fortunately, it is unlikely that capturing the full
360 degrees of the performance is necessary for most motion picture applications. Very likely, a practically-sized array of 3×2 or 5×3 cameras would capture a sufficient range
of viewpoints to fine-tune camera angles chosen by the director and cinematographer. With such an array, one could
conceivably reduce the amount of data captured by having
each different cameras record different interleaved subsets
of the lighting basis, analogously to how [WJV∗ 05] staggers
their camera exposures across time and space.
Currently, the low resolution of the lighting basis prevents us from being able to accurately simulate sharp sources
such as sunlight. As cameras with more recording capacity
will soon be available, it will become practical to capture

substantially higher lighting resolution. Another approach
would be to capture the subject with high-resolution lighting
in various poses and use this information to augment the reflectance properties of a dynamic performance captured under a sparser lighting basis.

While our technique is highly data-intensive, we do not
yet compress the data along all available dimensions. For
example, the MPEG standard could be used to compress
our animated reflectance field images spatiotemporally and
perhaps across camera viewpoints. The flow vectors already
computed for rendering could also be used as motion vectors
for image compression.
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9. Conclusion
We have presented a new technique for creating image-based
renderings of moving people with freely controllable viewpoint and illumination. By leveraging the cyclic nature of
locomotion, we have acquired a time-varying 6D reflectance
field using a 1D array of cameras; furthermore, we have
demonstrated the use of optical flow to effectively interpolate and extrapolate moderately spaced viewpoints in the
dataset. Our technique has several limitations: its need for
specialized equipment, its limitation to cyclic motion, and
(with current recording capacities) its relatively low lighting
resolution. Nonetheless, the technique provides notable realism compared to previous image-based approaches for controlling the lighting and viewpoint of a live-action subject.
It is also substantially more automatic than traditional virtual human modeling processes, directly capturing motion,
appearance, and reflectance from the real world.
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